PROJEKT “English For Fun” [2020 luty]
SHAPES
The circle is the shape
It’s easy to be found
It has no corners
And is completely round
wierszyk

It could be a disc
Or a top of a cake
It could be a pizza
Or a cake we bake
A Square is its name
It has four corners and four sides
It measure all the same
wierszyk

When Sally the squere
Went to the fair
She was alone and red
Than she found a square cat
To be her friend
And now the squares are two
When Sally the square went to the fair
She found a square cat and a square pig
And now the squares are three
When Sally the square went to the fair
She found a square cat and a square pig, than a duck
And now the squares are four.
The triange is a simple shape
I think you will agree.
Count its sides and corners,
And you will find just three
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I am a small triangle
I have three sides, you see.
I also have three corners
That are just right for me.
The shape is called a rectangle
It’s found most everyvhere.
It has four corners and four sides,
Sort of like a square.
Two of its sides are short
Ana two of its sides are long.
Utrwalenie kształtow na podstawie bajeczki :”All the shapes are here today”What is the name of the shape? Pink Fong.

WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
I’m from MARS. I fly in the rocket. I love the stars.
SOLAR SYSTEM.

I am a SUN . I am a burning ball o fire. I’m very big indeed. Life on Earth depends on me. I am a Sun.
I am MERCURY. I’m the same size as the REARTH. But I spin the other way much more slowly. I have
no water. I am VENUS.
I am the EARTH . The place we all live. There is land and lots of sea, so I look blue ! . I have a moon.
I am the EARTH.
I am MARS. I’m a rocky, red planet. The mountains are the highest in the solar system. I have two
moons. I am MARS.
I am JUPITER. I’m a gas giant. I’m the biggest and spin the fastest. I have the biggest moon. I’m
JUPITER.
I am SATURN. I’m a gas giant. My rings are made of gas. Titan is my biggest moon. I am SATURN.
I am URANUS. I’m an icy gas giant. I’m the coldest planet in the Solar System. And I have rings
made of dust. I am URANUS.
I am NEPTUN. I’m an icy gas giant. I’m the furthest planet from the SUN. I have many storms. I’m
NEPTUN. WE ARE THE SOLAR SYSTEM
GO TO THE DOOR
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Go to the door!
Sit on the floor!
Go to the window!
Touch the wall!
Sit on the chair!
Sleep in the bed!
Hide under the table!
Can you do all that?

